School Supplies 2022-2023
Grade Three
Morah Lea and Tali
(The following should be labeled with student names)
one plastic expanding portfolio/accordion file (examples:
Smead® Premium Poly Expanding Wallet, Pendaflex® Poly
Slide File w/ Four Pockets) It should be able to close and be
durable. This will be their homework folder for the year.
Assorted color highlighters (2 each of yellow, pink, blue, green, and
orange)- one will be kept at home and one at school
2 dozen pencils (to use throughout the year)
2 wedge erasers (third graders tend to use up the
erasers on pencils very quickly and wedge erasers work
best)
hand pencil sharpener (preferably one that has a cover to catch
shavings)
set of colored pencils
4 thin black dry erase markers (example: EXPO Dry Erase Markers- Fine
Point- these erase best)
set of ultra-fine permanent markers (examples: Sharpie Ultra Fine Point,
Paper Mate Flair Felt Tip Pens, any journal marker pens)- 2 or 3 black
and any extra colors you’d like
student scissors
4 pack of glue sticks (the white glue sticks work better than the purple
ones)

soft pencil case, preferably one meant for a binder
(we’ll be hanging these from the side of students’
desks) that can fit colored pencils, markers, erasers,
scissors, highlighters, and 4 pencils
1 set of subtraction, addition, and multiplication
flash cards
2 Marble Notebooks– one of these notebooks will be covered and
decorated within the first weeks of school
book bag for transporting school supplies and homework
6 or more extra kippot – the large ones that don’t need clips are best
good hair clips for kippot (not bobby pins)
a bag of spare change to be used for tzedakah throughout the year
(students will take a coin or two each week to put in the classroom
tzedakah box)

